An engineering method for calculating the air element is offered with air damping due to the discrete switching of active and additional gas volumes. Heat exchange with the environment is described with the polytropic process law. The analytical dependence determining the growth of entropy in irreversible processes during volumes switching is described. The thermodynamic parameters of gas in general case are functionals from change history of the active volume. It is shown that steady operating mode is feasible under the assumptions made, if the polytropic index is equal to one. For other polytropic index values at a periodic variation of the active volume the indicator diagram is not closed due to the continuous increase in pressure and temperature from cycle to cycle.
Introduction
Promising direction of amortization systems development of self-propelled compressor stations and stationary objects of petrochemical and oil and gas production is the use of pneumatic components with air damping (Fig. 1) , as equal to effective elastic elements (helical springs, springs, etc.) working together with hydraulic dampers for vibration damping.In preliminary theoretical studies devoted to the development stage of pneumatic components with air damping it is advisable to use the gas thermodynamic parameters calculation method based on the analytic dependence proposed in this paper. 
The operation of the pneumatic air damping element
Pneumatic air damping element ( Fig. 1 ) consists of a lid 1, rubber-shell 2, a plunger 3, the valve device 4. Plunger 3 internal chamber forms an additional volume V . The chamber between lid 1, rubber-shell 2 and plunger 3 forms an active volume V .When moving body 1 with respect to plunger 3,the active volume V changes due to rolling rubber-shell 2 on the lateral surface of body 1 and plunger 3.The valve device 4 having a special (mechanical or electromagnetic) control is used to messages (switching) active and additional volumes in the states the direction of the body 1 and the plunger 3 relative motion is reversed. When volumes switching the gas flows from one volume to another with no resistance virtually, so that there is an pressure balance and air damping effect is provided.
A mathematical model of thermodynamic processes
We formulate the underlying assumptions, the acceptance is sufficient for engineering calculations of gas thermodynamic parameters in pneumatic elements with air damping.
The actuating fluid in the pneumatic element is non-viscous and ideal (perfect) gas:
There is uniform distribution of pressure and density in the active and additional volume between the switching; heat exchange with the environment follows the polytropic process:
The valve assembly 4 ( Fig. 1) is ideal: the process of switching the volume density and pressure balance occurs instantly and completely.At the time point immediately before and after switching the kinetic energy of gas is negligible if compared with the internal gas energy:
Here p , V , T , m is the pressure, volume, absolute temperature, gas mass (in active or additional amount); R is the gas constant; v c is specific isochoric heat capacity; Q d is the amount of heat supplied from an external source; c is specific heat capacity of the process, it is constant; E , K , U is the total kinetic and internal energy of the gas, respectively.
From the thermodynamic points of view accepted assumptions actually mean that the process of pressure balance flowing during switching, is a purely non-equilibrium, whereas the thermodynamic processes (active and
additional volume) between the switching are reversible, subject to the first and second law of thermodynamics equilibrium processes:
Therefore switchings between the specific gas (per mass unit) entropy is determined by the well-known formula
Where 0 s is specific entropy state of gas at standard temperature 0 T and density 0 . Without generality loss we can assume
Then formula (5) takes the simple form like:
The thermodynamic characteristics of the gas volumes between switchings
Formulae (1), (2) and (4) follow the well-known polytropic process equation
Here p , V , T is the pressurevalue t p , volume t V and temperature t T in the working chamber of the pneumatic time element t t ( =0, 1, 2, ...)after the last switching:
).Similar relations are held for the additional volume (chamber).But as the volume V is constant, then the pressure t p and temperature t T of additional volume between the switching will also be a constant equal to p , T respectively. In other words, for the adoption of additional volume assumption (2) there is an equivalent to the assumption of additional volume of adiabatic isolation, unless the specific heat capacity of the process c takes finite values (non-isothermal process).On the basis of (6) gas entropy values in the active and additional volumes will be equal between switching
is gas mass in the active volume immediately after the last switching; m m m is the total gas mass in the active and additional volume (constant due to the absence of leaks).
The thermodynamic characteristics of gas switching volumes
According to the law of mass conservation to the gas in the active volume after the last switching we determine:
According to the law of total energy conservation on the basis of the assumptions (3) the internal gas energy in the active and additional volume U U U remains the same before and after the switching:
As follows:
And we obtain
When recording (10) and (11) there were used the formula (1), (7).In view of (6), (7), (8) the gas entropy values in the active and additional volume immediately before and after switching are defined with the expression
According to the second law of thermodynamics jump S the total entropy S S S at the expense of switching volumes will be of non-negative value.According to (12), (13) 0 ln 1 ln ln ln
Existence condition of pneumatic elements steady operating mode
Let us consider, at what polytropic coefficient value the steady operating mode of the pneumatic air damping element is possible, when the same indicator diagram (Fig. 2) is repeated from cycle to cycle. Thus we assume that based on (1), (4) formula (2) is equivalent to the expression The coefficient of proportionality is associated with the polytropic exponent ratio
is the adiabatic index. According to the first law of thermodynamics (4) in a closed-cycle process (by weight) of a thermodynamic system consisting of gas in the active and additional volumes, with reference to (15) we have
Work A is proportional to the indicator diagram area (Fig. 2) .At 0 A equation (16) is performed only when 1 or 1 n .Another case of equality (16), when 0 A and is arbitrary, and it corresponds to the work of pneumatic element without switching volumes.
Results and discussion
Thus, within the framework of the mathematical model based on the polytropic process concept, the steady operation of the pneumatic element with air damping is feasible only for isothermal process ( 1 n ).Thus dissipating operation ( 
Is fully allocated to the environment. The polytropic index depends on the process speed. Condition 1 n is satisfied if the compression is quite slow (quasi-static load application).If the dynamic load is applied, in fact it is the case with fluctuations, the polytropic index increases. Its maximum value corresponds to an adiabatic process ( k n ).If k n 1
, then a periodic variation of the indicator diagram (Fig. 2) active volume becomes open, because the pressure and temperature of gas rises from cycle to cycle.
Conclusion
The analytical dependence (7) -(14) and (17) are designed for thermodynamic parameters engineering calculations of pneumatic components with air damping at the design stage. When using the equations of polytropic processes description the steady operating mode is possible when the polytropic index is equal to one, i.e., only for isothermal processes. For other polytropic index values one should assume that the periodic variation of the indicator diagram active volume is not closed due to the continuous rise in pressure and temperature from cycle to cycle. Therefore important applied significance is constructing a mathematical model assuming the actual conditions
